This paper first presents the different analytical models that have been used, specifYing their assumptions and the different validations that have been made. The organization of DIVA models is presented in Fig. 1 . Then, some typical simulation results are presented on a squirrel-cage induction machine. Finally, the limitations of this model are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
M
ANY factors have to be taken into account at the design stage of a traction machine. Of course, electrical traction characteristics (output torque, efficiency) are very important, but the designer is also aware of thermal problems, especially for closed motor and in subway applications where the motor is subjected to a high number of short tractionlbraking cycles during the whole day. In such applications, the audible magnetic noise radiated by the machine has also to be limited in order to ensure passengers and residents comfort. Finally, the vibration levels also need to be predicted at the design stage.
The designer has therefore to predict the machine behavior in terms of electromagnetism, thermics, mechanics and acoustics. If some well-known finite element analysis (FEA) tools can compute these different motor characteristics, their coupling can be tedious and their computational time is usually prohibitive, particularly in an optimization process. In order to solve this problem, some analytical multiphysics models have been established and validated with numerical simulations or tests. This fast model, called DIVA, can be associated with a multiobjective constrained optimization tool to reach the optimal design of an induction machine [1], [2] .
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TliERMALMODEL Fig. I . DIVA models and their main input/output (Bg is the air-gap flux density distribution, yd is the stator dynamic deflection).
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL
Stator current computation is based on a single phase equivalent circuit of the machine, where saturation effect is considered by computing a saturation factor [3] , [4] . The harmonics generated by pulse-width modulation (PWM) are taken into account using an extended equivalent circuit [5] , [6] . Stator currents have been validated with tests in sinusoidal case at several supply frequencies and saturation levels ( Fig.  2) and with different PWM strategies (Fig. 3) . Indeed, DIVA is coupled to a Simulink inverter model which can generate different PWM voltage patterns (asynchronous, synchronous, calculated angles, full wave, random PWM strategies).
Motor efficiency TJ is computed as
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where Pmee is the mechanical air-gap power, PIrie is the friction power losses (experimentally determined), Pem is the Iron losses are modeled with using a Bertotti-Steinmetz formula, where different coefficients are used for stator yoke, stator teeth and rotor regions [7] , [8] : yoke flux densities are estimated using some classical flux conservation-based laws [3] . The air-gap radial flux-density distribution, which is used in order to compute the magnetic force distribution acting on stator core, is computed as the product of magnetomotive force and air-gap permeance, assuming that the air-gap flux density lines are almost radial (infinite magnetic permeability of the iron). The flux density shape has been validated with the FEA software FLUX2D [9] (Fig. 5 and 6 ).
Magnetic vibrations and acoustic noise of the motor are supposed to come from the stator stack excitation by radial Maxwell pressure PM [10], [II] , [12] :
where Bg is the air-gap radial flux density.
This magnetic pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 7 .
III. MECHANICAL AND ACOUSTIC MODELS (3)
The mechanical behavior of the stator stack is predicted using an 2D equivalent ring model, whose natural frequencies are also computed analytically [5] , [6] . Natural frequencies
These coefficients were adapted to finite element simula-Fig. 5 . FEA and DIVA mdial flux density distribution along the air-gap at tions realized at different frequencies (see Fig. 4 ). Teeth and time t = o. computation were validated on a smaller motor by FEA and experiments (operational modal analysis [13] , see Table I ). The exciting force is developed in a 2D Fourier series ( The radiation efficiency of the stator is modeled using its analytical expression of a pulsating sphere or infinite cylinder according to its dimensions [14) .
The vibration level was validated with tests [6] , and the sound power level was validated coupling a FEA software (Ideas) with a boundary element software (Sysnoise) (see Fig.  9 ).
More details about this part of the model can be found in [6] , [15] .
IV. THERMAL MODEL
A 3D nodal network-based thermal model is used in order to compute the motor temperature in transient state. This method consists in dividing the machine in small isothermal volumes whose center is represented by nodes. Each node of the 3D nodal network is then associated to a volume Vi, a temperature Ti, a heat capacity Ci, and a heat sink/source Pi. By analyzing the types of heat transfers (convective, diffusive, etc) occurring in the different parts of the machine, nodes can be connected one to another with equivalent thermal conductances Gij • The evolution of nodes temperature therefore follows the equation: 
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where T is the vector of nodes temperature, C is the diagonal matrix of capacities, G is the conductances matrix, Gbc is the conductances matrix corresponding to boundary conditions (Ta being the ambient temperature outside the motor), and P is the vector of heat sources. Matlab @is used to solve the problem.
Those matrices are constructed automatically from geometrical, dynamical and flow data by an algorithm which recognizes the type of media (air, copper, steel) associated to a node i and its neighbors j. Therefore, the code calculates Gij depending if the thermal phenomena between node i and node j is conduction, convection or fluid transport. Building the matrix G therefore needs a good knowledge of the geometry and of the thermal behaviours of the used materials is needed. Moreover, the originality of the present method is to include a temperature calculation in the air inside the machine, taking into account the flow direction and mass flow rate. In order to obtain these data, the volume finite commercial code Fluent @is used. It also permits to determine the convective heat transfer coefficients in certain parts of the motor. Firstly, a 3D calculation of the whole motor is done on a simplified geometry, in order to save computational time. However, the number of cells reaches 2300000 due to the weak spacing inside the airgap. That simulation uses the sliding mesh technique to couple stationary and rotary parts, that are displayed in Fig. 10) . A standard k -e turbulence model is used with the "standard wall function" activated. It gives the main flow inside the motor as shown in Fig. 11 . Then, areas where more precision is expected are more precisely simulated with a 3D model in the cavity which 4 has an internal fan (1950000 cells) and a 2D model for the other cavity (20000 cells). For the both calculation, a k -e turbulence model is used with the "enhanced wall treatment" option activated. A thermal resolution is also used in order to estimate the convective heat transfer coefficients in the both cavities. Fig. 12 shows some results obtained from the calculation of the cavity with fan.
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.~ Convective heat transfer coefficients have therefore been expressed as polynomial functions of speed [16] .
The Fluent calculation also helps to highlight the parts that can be represented by an isothermal volume. The topology of the motor, a three-phase squirrel-cage self-ventilated closed induction machine, is represented in Fig. 13 where the 11 different layers of the nodal network have been displayed. An example of the positions and types of nodes is displayed in Fig. 14 . Heat sources are due to Joule losses, iron losses and friction losses. Joule losses and iron losses are determined on the base of the electromagnetic model. Friction losses account for aerodynamic friction in the air-gap, and mechanical friction due to bearings. A formulation by Harris [17] is used as far as the bearings are concerned, taking into account the axial and radial forces, the type of bearings, the rotational speed and the type of lubrifiant. Aerodynamic losses are estimated as the difference between the total mechanical losses and the calculated bearings losses. They are then associated with solid or air nodes. Repartition is obtained by comparing computed and experimental temperatures on a test where the motor is towed away by an other motor.
At the end of the thermal calculation, when the steady state is reached, rotor bar temperature and stator winding temperature can be injected in the electromagnetic model, affecting the resistances values, in order to compute the traction characteristics of the motor under thermal constraints.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation is run in sinusoidal case at 3000 rpm, with a 1.35 % slip and a 250 V phase voltage. The output power computed by DIVA is 325 kW, the phase current is 535 A. The noise spectrum due to the exciting force distribution presented in Fig. 7 was evaluated at variable speed (sonagram of Fig.  15 ).
As far as the thermal results are concerned, they can be compared to experimental data obtained by testing the studied motor. About 60 thermocouples were placed inside the whole motor, allowing to measure the air, shaft, copper, end windings and sheet temperatures in different locations with a precision of about 1 K. The thermocouples placed inside the rotating part wee linked to the acquisition center by a rotating mercury ring collector. Also, a CEDIP infrared camera were used in order to measure the external temperatures of the whole engine at a frequency of 25 Hz. The external wall of the machine was covered by a black paint whose emissivity was supposed to be about 0.93 ± 0.01. However, it was not possible to calibrate it. The camera gives a precision of about 2 K on the external temperatures. The ambiant temperature was also measured and the test was performed during a transient evolution from ambiant to steady state. Tests were performed in transient state for several configurations: on load for 1500, 2200, 3000 and 3500 rpm, with no load for 3000 rpm. Those experiments allowed us to use a losses separation method in order to get Joule, iron and friction losses. Iron and friction losses were given by the engine manufacturer. Stator Joule losses are then basically obtained using the temperature and the statoric current with the following formulation:
Rotor Joule losses are computed with the slip 9 and the power which is transmitted to the rotor:
where Pi~T + Pi~Y is evaluated by splitting the total iron losses as 60 % for the stator and 40 % for the rotor (this repartition was validated by FLUX2D calculations, cf. Fig.  4 ). With this method, for the configuration presented in this paper, losses are given in Table II . The evolution of rotor and stator mean temperatures is displayed in figures Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 and compared to experimental data.
Results are in good agreement even if in the both cases, the thermal model slightly underestimates the temperatures when the steady-state is reached. However, the differences does not exceed 20 K. As far as the time evolution is concerned, figures show that the model estimation is consistent with the measured data. Fig. 18 shows a map of the calculated temperatures in different part of the electrical machine. It can be seen that the rotor is the hottest part and it gives heat to the surrounding part: the air and the shaft. Those two media transmit the heat to the other parts of the machine. As the studied case is a closed machine and the reached temperatures are high, several tests have been performed in order to improve the cooling. It is concluded that only an increase in the external cooling conditions has a positive influence. Internal flow only influences the repartition of the temperature but does not improve the global cooling of the rotor [7] .
VI. CONCLUSION A multi-physics model of a closed enclosure self-ventilated squirrel-cage induction machine has been built. It includes a nodal network model predicting the temperature field in the machine, an electrical model computing the traction characteristics of the machine, and an acoustic model predicting the audible magnetic noise level radiated by the machine. This fully analytical model was validated at all stages by numerical methods (finite element method, boundary element method, finite volume element method) and/or tests. Its fast computation time allows to carry optimizations using an evolutionary algorithm [18] .
While PWM noise is properly handled by the model, the iron losses model does not account for time harmonics yet. Future work therefore aims at modeling harmonic losses, and also inverter losses in order to find the optimal choice of the switching frequency minimizing both the noise level, and the total motor and inverter losses.
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